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1. Introduction 



European Strategy for Data
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European Strategy for Data
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The European data space

“a European data space as a genuine single 
market for data where personal and non-
personal data, including sensitive business 
data, are secure and businesses have easy 
access to high-quality industrial data, 
boosting growth and creating value”
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Common European data spaces (initial list)

Industrial/manufacturing Green Deal Mobility Health

Finances Energy Agriculture Skills

European Open Science 
Cloud Public data spaces
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Related 
initiatives

International 
Data Spaces 
Association
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Related 
initiatives

GAIA-X
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Related 
initiatives

Open DEI
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From policy to reality: current actions

•Digital Europe funding to prepare implementation 
and deployment
• Thematically an iteration from initial list to include e.g. 

languages, media, smart communities, public 
procurement, security, tourism
• Deadlines of first calls in the first half of 2022
• Data space support centre
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From policy to reality: current actions

•Public sector open data for AI and open data 
platform
• Thematically based on work on high-value datasets.
• Increase the availability, quality, usability of data in 

accordance to the Open Data Directive
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Premise for this report

• data.europa.eu as a core 
instrument to supply 
European common data 
spaces with public sector 
data
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Premise for the report

• Initiatives funded through current calls will generate lists of 
datasets relevant for each data space and governance 
schemes to connect existing data ecosystems.
• Public administrations and other open-data 

holders/publishers must be part of this conversation.
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Are you involved 
in any data 
space related 
initiative?



2. Goals and research 
methodology



Goals

• Open government data (OGD) should not be an afterthought to 
the European single market for data
• Two reports

• This report: 
• Explore challenges and opportunities for data.europa.eu in the context of data spaces 

at regional, national, and European levels
• Landscaping and analysis of ongoing works towards standards, consolidated support, 

and implementations
• Next report after (some) spaces become available

• data.Europa.eu as intermediary in existing spaces
• Technical roadmap, synergies, collaborations
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Methodology

Desk 
research

• Identify data spaces
• Identify use cases and open data in 

these use cases
• Map out PS actors involved
• Select stakeholders to interview

Interviews • Add context and depth to desk research 
findings
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Desk research: sources

IDS Radar use cases
• 57 use cases: smart cities (4), manufacturing (7), energy (4), 

mobility (7), automotive (4), supply chains (8), cross-
sector/other (24)

GAIA-X use cases
• 78 use cases: agriculture (4), energy (9), finance (3), 

geoinformation (5), health (22), industry 4.0 (14), mobility (5), 
public sector (10), smart cities (1), smart living (5).  

GAIA-X position 
papers

• Agriculture, energy, finance, geoinformation, health, industry 
4.0, mobility, public sector, smart cities/smart regions, smart 
living

Open DEI projects • 34 projects: manufacturing (7), agriculture (6), energy (8), 
health (13). 
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Desk research: methods

• Check if they mention or use open data from any source or portal
• Check if they engage actively with key open-data stakeholders e.g. 

PS publishers, data intermediaries.

• Discarded all spaces (and related use cases) that referred to:
• Tech for data spaces rather than actual data spaces;
• Enterprise data spaces benefiting individual organisations.
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Interviews

• 12 participants 
from 8 countries 
(19 people 
contacted)
• 30 minutes 

semi-structured 
interviews
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3. Findings



151 initiatives, 21 use open data, 2 mention 
data.europa.eu, 19 involve PS stakeholders
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Domain Initiatives where
open data is
used

Initiatives where 
data.europa.eu is 
mentioned

Initiatives with 
public stakeholders 
involved

Total number of 
initiatives

Agriculture/Agrifood 2 1 0 9
Energy 2 0 3 21
Finance 1 0 1 3
Geoinformation 5 1 0 5
Health 0 0 7 37
Industry 4.0/ Manufacturing 0 0 0 27
Automotive 0 0 0 4
Supply Chain and Logistics 0 0 0 8
Mobility 5 0 4 10
Public Sector 1 0 1 9
Smart Living / Smart Cities 5 0 3 10
Other 0 0 0 8
Totals 21 2 19 151



Overlapping priorities in data space development
European common data spaces
(source: Digital Europe work programme) Domains for data spaces identified by GAIA-X, IDSA and Open DEI
Green Deal Geoinformation
Smart communities Smart living and smart cities
Mobility Mobility
Manufacturing/Industrial Industry 4.0/Manufacturing/Automotive
Agriculture Agriculture / Agri-food
Cultural heritage -
Health (focus on cancer and genomics) Health
Media --
Finance Finance
Skills -
Language -
Public procurement Public sector (procurement not explicitly considered)
Security and law enforcement Public sector (procurement not explicitly considered)
Tourism -
Energy Energy
- Supply chains and logistics
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Additional general findings

• Bias on French and German organisations in use cases, data 
sources, stakeholders, though developments under way to change 
that e.g. GAIA-X AISBL.
• Three sectors (geo, mobility, smart cities) with clear ties to open 

data sources, though no portals mentioned, or PS stakeholders 
mentioned or involved.
• No catalogues of datasets in either source consulted.
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Sector-specific findings (1)

• Agriculture: Earth Observation data, INSPIRE, no PS involvement.
• Energy: municipal open data for business models in energy, cities, 

national agencies.
• Finance: financial big data cluster with open data component, 

several PS administrations as stakeholders.
• Geoinformation: various open data sets but no specific providers or 

PS stakeholders involved.
• Health: open data only for Covid-19 dashboard/hub, public 

healthcare providers.
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Sector-specific findings (2)

• Manufacturing, automotive, supply chains, logistics: no open data 
references or PS stakeholders involved.
• Mobility: most PS stakeholders involved from all sectors analysed, 

no specific data portals, catalogues etc.
• Public sector: no PS stakeholder involvement 
• Smart cities, smart living: some data providers in the public sector 

identified, but not involved.
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Interview findings (1)

• PS organisations are underrepresented in ongoing data sharing 
initiatives.

“The role of open data portals as data providers is taken for granted in many of 
the data spaces (and use cases) that are being developed. However, the 
institutions in charge of open data portals should be more actively involved in the 
development of data spaces in order to have more representativeness in those 
developments”. (P6, provides services to public administrations in Italy)
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Interview findings (2)

•No catalogues of datasets to be covered in the 
spaces. 

“Open data portals like data.europa.eu have demonstrated the possibility of 
federating metadata and providing links to datasets. This type of technology is
clearly useful for many data spaces that do not have additional requirements 
for the collection of the catalogue of datasets, so institutions like data.europa.eu
should make an effort to position their open source technology in as many data 
spaces as possible”. (P3, develops architectures and technology for spaces, 
Germany)
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Interview findings (3)

• Underspecified metadata schemes, identifier schemes, 
vocabularies etc.

“Public administrations (e.g., those behind data.europa.eu) may act in some occasions as neutral
organisations that can provide support for some of the roles identified in the main architectures. 
For instance, they may have a relevant role as vocabulary providers, including the participation in 
the development of data standards and models, or even as identity providers or as part of the 
data governance managers.” (P12, develops vocabularies for supply chain and logistics, The 
Netherlands)
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5. Conclusions and next 
steps



Conclusions

• Data spaces is an emerging field, with activities spanning across a range 
of stakeholders. Still some biases and limitations could be identified, 
both geopolitical and in terms of stakeholders considered or directly 
involved.
• Open government data sources, portals, stakeholders are not as 

prominently represented as they could be, not even in sectors where 
they play a key role: mobility, smart cities, smart communities etc.
• Current initiatives do not consider some spaces that are relevant to the 

public sector e.g. procurement, skills, cultural heritage, green deal.
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Opportunities will be missed

• Open data is a core type of data source, but unless PS stakeholders and 
open data intermediaries are involved more directly in IDSA, GAIA-X, 
Open DEI, there will be frictions and open data will not have the impact it 
deserves.
• Experience of open data holders with data publishing, metadata 

management, data quality, data discovery, federation etc. is not 
transferred to data spaces. Key European expertise and technologies 
have less impact.
• Interoperability requires neutral entities to define identifies, exchange 

formats, vocabularies. PS data intermediaries like data.europa.eu are a 
natural choice to take on such roles.
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Next steps

• Once some data spaces become available, undertake in-depth case 
study analysis focused on data.europa.eu as a data intermediary.
• Derive technical and non-technical roadmap to allow 

data.europa.eu to be used effectively in data spaces.
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6. Feedback and closing
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Please 
provide us 

your 
feedback!



Geospatial Data
Training Thank you very much!

info@data.europa.eu


